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TIME’S UP: ADDRESSING GENDER-BASED WAGE DISCRIMINATION IN PROFESSIONAL SPORTS

Nicole Zerunyan*

Gender-based wage discrimination in professional sports is widespread. Female athletes, competing individually or as part of a team, are consistently paid substantially less than their male counterparts. To combat such discrimination and eliminate the gender pay gap, Congress passed the Equal Pay Act ("Act") in 1963. While born of good intentions, the Act falls drastically short of its intended goal. Its restrictive language—specifically, its “same establishment” requirement—excludes separately owned teams. As most men’s and women’s professional sports teams are separately owned, their players are effectively barred from bringing wage-discrimination claims. This Note proposes two ways of addressing that issue: (1) eliminating the “same establishment” requirement or (2) adding a sports-specific provision treating separately owned teams as the same. After more than fifty years, it is time to finally close the pay gap. Time’s up!

* J.D. Candidate 2019, Loyola Law School, Los Angeles. The author would like to thank Professor Anne Wells and the Editorial Board of the Entertainment Law Review of Loyola Law School, Los Angeles for their assistance in publishing this Note. Specifically, the author would like to thank Avrohom Feinstein, Sean McSwain, and Schooner Sonntag for their expertise and feedback. The author would also like to give a special thank you to her parents, Jody and Frank Zerunyan, for their lifelong love and unwavering support.
I. INTRODUCTION

“No more silence. No more waiting. No more tolerance for discrimination, harassment or abuse.”¹ So reads the call to action at the heart of the Time’s Up movement—the Hollywood-led response to the “systemic inequality and injustice in the workplace.”² For centuries, women have struggled to achieve equality with men.³ From being denied their fundamental right to vote⁴ to being paid less than men for equal work,⁵ women in the United States have been repeatedly marginalized.⁶ Nonetheless, women have continually fought for equal treatment through both constitutional and legislative reforms such as the Nineteenth Amendment and the Equal Pay Act of 1963 (the “Equal Pay Act” or the “Act”).⁷

In the United States, the last decade proved monumental in this regard. Women can now serve in military combat positions; women now run “51 of the world’s top 1000 companies”; women currently hold twenty-six CEO positions at Standard & Poor’s 500 Index Companies; and, for the first time ever, a woman ran as a major political party’s presidential nominee.⁸ While

---


². Id.


⁴. See Women’s Suffrage, HIST. CHANNEL, https://www.history.com/topics/womens-history/the-fight-for-womens-suffrage [https://perma.cc/XF5C-QWAT].


⁶. See Women’s Suffrage, supra note 4; Alter, supra note 5 (discussing the historical events and atmosphere that gave rise to the fight for equal pay).

⁷. 29 U.S.C. § 206(d) (2018); see Women’s Suffrage, supra note 4; Alter, supra note 5 (discussing the historical events and atmosphere that gave rise to the fight for equal pay).

these statistics show a growing trend toward gender equality in the workforce, women continue to face systemic discrimination and institutional barriers to equal participation and equal pay. The gender pay gap is especially prevalent in the historically male-dominated industry of professional sports. Wage discrimination among professional athletes is widespread, affecting female athletes competing individually or as part of a team. In 2014, fifty-two National Basketball Association (NBA) players were each paid more individually than all of the Women’s National Basketball Association (WNBA) players’ salaries combined. That same year, the Professional Golf Association (PGA) awarded its winner more than five times the amount awarded to the winner of the Ladies Professional Golf Association (LPGA) tour. Tennis sensation Serena Williams earned a smaller prize for winning than her male peer competing in the same tournament. And the United States Women’s National Soccer Team (USWNT) received thirty-three million dollars less in


prize money for winning the World Cup than their male peers on the German National Team.15

Improving women’s rights in the workplace continues to be a complicated issue,16 and, despite the legislature’s noble attempts, legislation addressing this issue continues to be fraught with loopholes.17 The Equal Pay Act is one such example. Enacted by Congress in 1963, the Act seeks to address the vast pay discrepancies between men and women in the workplace.18 When the Act was first signed into law, women were paid, on average, 58.9 cents for every dollar paid to men.19 Although workplace conditions for women have since improved, the gender pay gap remains substantial.20 In 2010, women were paid 77.4 cents for every dollar paid to men,21 and by 2015, that number only rose to eighty cents on the dollar.22 This twenty-percent pay gap means a woman loses $10,470 in median earnings per year.23 That adds up to $418,800 over a forty-year career.24 To close that gap, a woman would have to work ten more years than a man.25

15. Walters, supra note 12.

16. See Women’s Rights, supra note 9.

17. Id.


20. See id.

21. Id.


23. Id.

24. Id.

25. Id.
Although the Equal Pay Act seeks to eliminate the gender pay gap,\(^{26}\) its narrow language hampers its ability to do so. The Act provides in pertinent part:

No employer . . . shall discriminate . . . between employees on the basis of sex by paying wages to employees in such establishment at a rate less than the rate at which he pays wages to employees of the opposite sex in such establishment for equal work on jobs the performance of which requires equal skill, effort, and responsibility, and which are performed under similar working conditions.\(^{27}\)

By its language, therefore, the Act requires the pay-discrimination to occur in the same establishment for it to be actionable.\(^{28}\) Yet, male and female professional athletic teams are generally owned by separate employers.\(^{29}\) As a result, female athletes paid less than their male counterparts are frequently left with no legal recourse.\(^{30}\)

This Note examines the current state of the Equal Pay Act and its effect on gender pay inequity in professional sports. Specifically, it addresses the Act’s narrow language and how it hinders female professional athletes’ ability to fight for equal pay. Part II explores the evolution of the pay gap from its first rise to saliency to the present day. Part III identifies the Act’s elements and explores several legal defenses employers rely on in wage discrimination suits. Part III also examines a complaint filed by the USWNT, which highlights the systemic discrimination the Equal Pay Act enables. Finally, Part IV proposes two ways of fixing the Act’s limiting language and its unintended effect on professional sports.

---


\(^{27}\) Id.

\(^{28}\) Id. (providing that an employer shall not discriminate against employees, based on their gender, in “such establishment”); see also Levine, supra note 11.

\(^{29}\) Levine, supra note 11.

\(^{30}\) Id.
II. THE GENDER PAY GAP: THEN AND NOW

Congress enacted the Equal Pay Act in an effort to eliminate pay discrimination based on gender—\textsuperscript{31} the so-called gender “pay gap.”\textsuperscript{32} The pay gap has become a statistical indicator used to compare men’s and women’s wages.\textsuperscript{33} Although the pay gap has narrowed since 1963, when the Act was first enacted, it still persists, and its effect on working women remains substantial.\textsuperscript{34}

A. The Pay Gap Prior To 1963

Gender-based wage discrimination has existed since well before the twentieth century.\textsuperscript{35} Concern over it, however, was not a salient issue back then because the number of working women during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries was low.\textsuperscript{36} This changed during the twentieth century when war necessitated women’s entry into the workforce.\textsuperscript{37} With so many men leaving their jobs to fight in World War I and World War II, employers were forced to hire women to fill their positions.\textsuperscript{38} By 1945, women made up thirty-seven percent of the civilian workforce—up from twenty-four

\begin{enumerate}
  \item \textsuperscript{31} Corning Glass Works v. Brennan, 417 U.S. 188, 195 (1974).
  \item \textsuperscript{34} \textit{The Wage Gap over Time: In Real Dollars, Women See a Continuing Gap}, NAT’L COMM. ON PAY EQUITY, https://www.pay-equity.org/info-time.html [https://perma.cc/FU9Z-7EHB].
  \item Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{37} \textit{See id.}
\end{enumerate}
percent prior to the start of the wars.\textsuperscript{39} Because women were now doing the work men had ordinarily done, the National War Labor Board, as well as male workers and unions, began advocating for equal pay for men and women.\textsuperscript{40} Their advocacy, however, was not entirely altruistic; many feared that this growing source of cheap labor—women—would lead employers to reduce men’s wages or replace men entirely.\textsuperscript{41} To protect men’s salaries and jobs, it, therefore, became necessary that women be paid the same.\textsuperscript{42}

After the wars ended, however, the demand for equal pay tapered.\textsuperscript{43} As men reentered the workforce, women were expected to resume their role in the home.\textsuperscript{44} Despite zealous advocacy by women’s groups, legislation introduced in 1945—to achieve equal pay for women engaged in work of “comparable quality and quantity”—failed.\textsuperscript{45} In the 1950s, several similar bills met the same fate,\textsuperscript{46} and by the early 1960s, women were still being paid more than a third less than their male counterparts.\textsuperscript{47}

\textbf{B. The Pay Gap Today}

National legislation finally succeeded in 1963, when President John F. Kennedy signed the Equal Pay Act into law.\textsuperscript{48} Although the law finally recognized women’s basic right to equal pay for substantially equal work, the problem did not disappear.\textsuperscript{49} Instead, following the Act’s passage, the

\textsuperscript{39} Equal Pay Act of 1963, supra note 35.

\textsuperscript{40} Alter, supra note 37.

\textsuperscript{41} Id.; Equal Pay Act of 1963, supra note 35.

\textsuperscript{42} Alter, supra note 37; Equal Pay Act of 1963, supra note 35.

\textsuperscript{43} Alter, supra note 37.

\textsuperscript{44} Id.

\textsuperscript{45} Equal Pay Act of 1963, supra note 35.

\textsuperscript{46} Id.

\textsuperscript{47} Id.

\textsuperscript{48} Alter, supra note 37.

\textsuperscript{49} Nat’l Equal Pay Task Force, Fifty Years after the Equal Pay Act: Assessing the Past, Taking Stock of the Future, OBAMA WHITE HOUSE ARCHIVES 6 (June 2013), https://
gender pay gap began to slowly narrow. When the Act was first signed into law, women working full-time were paid fifty-nine cents on average for every dollar paid to men. In the past decade, that number reached seventy-seven cents per dollar. Based on this average increase of less than four cents per decade, women will have to wait until the year 2059 to reach pay equality with men.

C. The Pay Gap in Professional Sports

Throughout history, female athletes have had more limited professional opportunities than their male counterparts. This gender inequality has been most prevalent in the realm of athlete pay, existing throughout major professional sports, including golf, basketball, soccer, and tennis. In 2014, the PGA awarded $340 million in prize money to its male athletes. The LPGA, its female counterpart, awarded about five times less to its female athletes in 2015. At each of the four PGA majors in 2015, the purse was $10 million, and the winner got a check for $1.8 million. During the U.S. Women’s Open that same year, the top purse for an LPGA major was only

50. The Wage Gap Over Time, supra note 34.

51. Id.

52. Cho & Kramer, supra note 32.

53. Id.; The Wage Gap Over Time, supra note 34.


57. Id.

58. Walters, supra note 55.
$4.5 million, and the winner took home just $810,000.\(^{59}\) The 2015 PGA Tour’s leader in prize money pocketed $12 million.\(^{60}\) The 2015 LPGA Tour’s leader in prize money took home just $2.8 million.\(^{61}\) During that year, the PGA Tour’s twenty-fifth ranked player earned more than the LPGA Tour’s leader and about five times more than the LPGA Tour’s twenty-fifth ranked player.\(^{62}\)

Basketball is similarly unequal.\(^{63}\) In 2015, the minimum salary in the NBA was $525,000, while the minimum salary in the WNBA was just $38,000.\(^{64}\) On average, the lowest-paid NBA player makes roughly five times the salary of the highest-paid WNBA player.\(^{65}\) As a result, unlike NBA players, most WNBA players are forced to play year-round, including overseas, just to make a living.\(^{66}\)

The same is true with Soccer.\(^{67}\) In 2014, the German Men’s National Team received $35 million after winning the Men’s World Cup.\(^{68}\) The next year, the USWNT—the winner of the Women’s World Cup—received just $2 million in prize money.\(^{69}\) Even the United States Men’s National Team (USMNT), which finished eleventh place in 2014, pocketed nearly five times more than their championship-winning female counterparts did the next
Likewise, every men’s team eliminated in the 2014 World Cup’s first round received four times the amount awarded to the USWNT for winning its respective tournament. Moreover, the average Major League Soccer (MLS) salary for men is $326,129.23, with the minimum being $53,000. In contrast, the maximum National Women’s Soccer League (NWSL) salary is just $37,800, with the minimum being $6,842. For context, the poverty threshold in 2018 for a single individual in the United States is $12,140—more than double the minimum salary in the NWSL.

Tennis, on the other hand, is somewhat more equitable. Prize money is equal for men and women at all four grand-slam events: the Australian Open, the French Open, the U.S. Open, and Wimbledon. But the equity stops there. The male winner of the Western & Southern Open, Roger Federer, earned $731,000; the female winner, longtime women’s tennis leader Serena Williams, left with just $495,000. As for salaries, female

70. Id.
71. Id.
76. Walters, supra note 55.
77. Id.
78. Id.
tennis players are paid just eighty cents for each dollar paid to their male counterparts.\textsuperscript{80}

\textbf{D. Typical Explanations for the Pay Gap in Professional Sports}

Efforts to eliminate the gender pay gap in professional sports have proven largely unsuccessful.\textsuperscript{81} Scholarly articles often attribute the wage disparity to the commercial nature of sports and its attendant media rights.\textsuperscript{82} Media coverage of female sports is extremely limited.\textsuperscript{83} In 2014, for example, only about four percent of sports media coverage focused on female sports.\textsuperscript{84} Media companies also contribute to the gender pay gap by paying different leagues strikingly different amounts for their broadcasting rights.\textsuperscript{85} For example, ESPN and Turner Sports pay the NBA a combined $2.6 billion a year to televise its basketball games; ESPN pays the WNBA just $12 million for those same rights.\textsuperscript{86}

Limited support and attendance of female sporting events exacerbate the problem.\textsuperscript{87} Again, some of this can be attributed to the media’s treatment of female sports. When it comes to scheduling, media outlets do not prioritize female sports.\textsuperscript{88} This limited coverage results in limited

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{80} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{82} See Id.
\item \textsuperscript{84} Perasso, supra note 81.
\item \textsuperscript{85} Brennan, supra note 56.
\item \textsuperscript{86} Id.
\end{itemize}
viewership. In turn, the media uses this limited viewership as an excuse to continue de-emphasizing female sports. So goes the vicious cycle.

Some try to justify the gender pay gap by contending that men deserve higher pay because of their superior athleticism. It is generally undisputed that biological differences between men and women affect their athletic performance. On average, men are faster and stronger than women. Usain Bolt, the fastest male sprinter in the world, completed a 100-meter dash in 9.58 seconds; the world’s fastest female sprinter, Florence Griffith-Joyner, is almost a full second behind Bolt, at 10.49 seconds. Similarly, the average driver-swing for men on the PGA Tour is 113 miles per hour; the average women’s swing is ninety-five miles per hour. Yet, women tend to excel in other regards. For example, averages across the PGA and LPGA Tours show that women’s driving accuracy is greater than men’s. And regardless of how the two genders match up, women’s performances in these games and events is way above the capabilities of any “weekend warrior” of

89. Perasso, supra note 81.
90. Id.
93. Id.
95. Id.
96. See Alvarez, supra note 92.
97. Id.
either gender.98 So, while some biological differences between the sexes may exist, this hardly justifies such a wide pay disparity.

Another explanation proffered for the gender pay gap in sports is that women’s games are less exciting and, therefore, generate less revenue than men’s games.99 According to the Wall Street Journal, the men’s 2014 World Cup generated $529 million in sponsor revenue; the women’s 2015 World Cup brought in just $17 million.100 This disparity is further exacerbated by the unequal distribution of corporate sponsorships.101 Male athletes receive significantly more sponsorships and advertising dollars than their female counterparts.102 But this is not a one-way street.103 Corporate sponsors do not just invest in popular athletes or sports—they help create them.104 Thus, by not investing in female athletes, corporate sponsors are choosing to not promote female sports.105

98. Id.


100. Mike Shields, Women’s World Cup Draws Strong Advertiser Demand for Fox Sports, WALL ST. JOURNAL (June 5, 2015, 1:29 PM), https://blogs.wsj.com/cmo/2015/06/05/womens-world-cup-draws-strong-advertiser-demand-for-fox-sports/ [https://perma.cc/JHW7-4FFR].


102. Id.

103. Id.

104. Id.

105. Id.
III. THE EQUAL PAY ACT: THE PROMISE AND THE PROBLEM

A. The Goals of The Equal Pay Act

By the end of World War II, women made up a quarter of the workforce in the United States. Yet, despite various movements by the labor unions, women continued to be paid far less than men for the same jobs. Attention to this social justice issue grew in the early 1960s when President John F. Kennedy was in office. In 1963, with the support of prominent women such as former First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt and Head of the Women’s Bureau of the Department of Labor Esther Peterson, Congress passed the Equal Pay Act.

The Equal Pay Act was “among the first federal laws in American history aimed at reducing gender discrimination.” Its purpose was to remedy “a serious and endemic problem of employment discrimination, and assure that “those who perform tasks which are determined to be equal shall be paid equal wages.” Although the Act faced heavy opposition from powerful business groups such as the Chamber of Commerce and the Retail Merchants Association, on June 10, 1963, President Kennedy signed it into law. At the signing, President Kennedy called attention to the “unconscionable practice of paying female employees less wages than male


107. Id.

108. Id.

109. Id.

110. Id.

111. Corning Glass Works v. Brennan, 417 U.S. 188, 195 (1974) (discussing Congress’s intent to eradicate wage structures based on “outmoded” beliefs that men should be paid more because of their role in society).


employees for the same job,” and declared the Act “a significant step forward.”¹¹⁴

In its final form, the Equal Pay Act requires employers to pay equal wages and benefits to men and women working jobs that require “equal skill, effort, and responsibility, and which are performed under similar working conditions.”¹¹⁵ Unequal pay is only allowed on the basis of seniority, merit, quality or quantity of work, and factors other than gender.¹¹⁶

B. Establishing a Claim under the Equal Pay Act

Both the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) and the courts serve as the Equal Pay Act’s enforcement mechanism.¹¹⁷ To establish a prima facie case for discrimination under the Act, an employee must show that: “(1) she was paid less than a male employed in the same establishment; (2) for equal work on jobs requiring equal skill, effort, and responsibility; (3) which were performed under similar working conditions.”¹¹⁸

1. Unequal Pay

The first element of a prima facie case under the Act is that the employer pays a woman “less than a male employed in the same establishment.”¹¹⁹ Wages include all forms of compensation made to or on behalf of the employee as payment for employment, including—but not limited to—“salary, profit sharing, expense account, monthly minimum, bonus, uniform cleaning allowance, hotel accommodations, use of a

¹¹⁴. Equal Pay Act, supra note 106.


¹¹⁶. Id.

¹¹⁷. Id.


company car, [and] gasoline allowance." The value of goods or services bestowed on employees, such as lodging or uniforms, that are not provided predominantly for the benefit or convenience of the employer, are also considered wages for the purposes of the Act.

Although the Act does not define the term “establishment,” the Supreme Court has held it to mean “a distinct physical place of business.” “[T]wo or more distinct physical portions of a business enterprise” may be considered a single establishment where “a central administrative unit” controls certain aspects of hiring, setting wages, and assigning duties. Thus, for example, in a wage discrimination suit against a school district that paid male janitors at one school more than female janitors at another school, the Fifth Circuit held that both schools constituted a single establishment because the district controlled all the schools’ business aspects—including hiring, firing, and setting wages.

2. Equal Work

The second element of a prima facie case under the Act is that the unequal pay is for “equal work on jobs requiring equal skill, effort, and responsibility.” Equal work does not require the jobs to be identical in every aspect. They need only be substantially equal. When determining whether two jobs are substantially equal, courts focus on the actual duties performed by the employees rather than the job title or description used by

120. 29 C.F.R. § 1620.10 (2018).
123. 29 C.F.R. § 1620.9(b) (2018).
the employer. As part of their determination, courts consider whether the jobs require substantially equal skill, effort, and responsibility. “Skill” is measured in terms of the job’s performance-requirements, including education, training, experience, and ability. For the purpose of measuring skill, it is irrelevant whether one employee exercises the required skill more or less frequently than the other employee. “Effort” refers to the measure of mental or physical exertion needed for the job’s performance. In determining a job’s required effort, job factors that either create or alleviate mental fatigue or stress may be considered. As with skill, it is irrelevant for measuring purposes whether two employees exert effort in the same way. Lastly, “responsibility” concerns the degree of accountability required in the job’s performance. Particular emphasis is placed “on the importance of the job obligation.”

3. Similar Working Conditions

The third element of a prima facie case under the Act is that the jobs are “performed under similar working conditions.” For the purpose of determining whether working conditions are similar, a loose standard of similarity based on general knowledge and practical judgment is used.

128. A.H. Phillips, Inc. v. Walling, 324 U.S. 490, 496 (1945); see also Cullen v. Ind. Univ. Bd. of Trs., 338 F.3d 693, 700 (7th Cir. 2003).

129. See, e.g., McMillan, 140 F.3d at 299.


131. Id.

132. 29 C.F.R. § 1620.16 (2016).

133. See id.

134. Id.


136. Id.


138. 29 C.F.R. § 1620.18(a) (2018).
Working conditions are similar if the jobs are performed in the same surroundings and expose employees to the same hazards. Surroundings measures the frequency and intensity of the elements employees regularly encounter. Hazards looks to the physical hazards employees face, the frequency of those hazards, “and the severity of injury that [those hazards] can cause.” Typically, if a job requires equal skill, effort, and responsibility, it is likely to be performed under similar working conditions as well.

C. Employer Defenses

Once a plaintiff establishes a prima facie case for gender-based wage discrimination, the burden shifts to the employer to justify the pay differential on grounds other than the employees’ gender. An employer may escape liability where the wage differences are a result of a system based on seniority or merit, quantity or quality of work, or “any other factor other than sex.”

To justify paying employees different wages based on a seniority system, an employer must prove that the pay standards are objectively neutral and that sex is not a reason for the pay differential. For a merit-system defense to work, the system must be legitimate and fair-minded, providing terms and criteria by which employee merit is rewarded. To show the merit system meets these criteria, an employer must provide evidence of an organized and structured procedure “whereby employees are evaluated systematically according to predetermined criteria.”

140. 29 C.F.R. § 1620.18(a).
141. Id.
142. Id.
143. See Corning Glass Works, 417 U.S. at 196.
145. See Brennan v. Victoria Bank & Tr., 493 F.2d 896, 901 (5th Cir. 1974).
Justifications based on differences in quantity or quality of work are fact-specific and decided on a case-by-case basis. The same is true for justifications based on “any other factor other than sex.”

**D. The USWNT’s Pursuit of Pay Equality**

The USWNT’s battle for pay equality illustrates the Equal Pay Act’s severe shortcomings. On March 29, 2016, five of the USWNT’s key players filed a complaint with the EEOC accusing the United States Soccer Federation (“Federation”) of wage discrimination. In their complaint, the women alleged that despite their on-field accomplishments and revenue generation, USWNT players are paid considerably less than their male counterparts on the USMNT. This pay disparity, they alleged, was based solely on their sex, and was therefore unfair and illegal under the Equal Pay Act and Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

According to the complaint, the Federation paid its female players a base salary of $72,000 annually to play at least twenty friendlies per year, plus a bonus of $1,350 for each friendly they won. Female players were not paid any additional compensation if they tied or lost the games. Thus, if the women won all twenty games, each female player would receive

---

148. See Bence v. Detroit Health Corp., 712 F.2d 1024, 1029–31 (6th Cir. 1983) (narrowing its holding to the facts of its case and refusing to either endorse or reject other cases’ broad reading of this exception).

149. Id.

150. Due to EEOC procedures, case citations are not made public. Nonetheless a version of the complaint is available online. See **EEOC Charge: Attachment A, HUFFINGTON POST 1, 3** [https://big.assets.huffingtonpost.com/EEOCCcharge.pdf](https://perma.cc/2Q6W-CFK6).

151. Id. at 1 (alleging that the women’s team had won four Olympic gold medals (three consecutively) and three FIFA Women’s World Cup titles).

152. Id. (alleging that the women’s team produced nearly $20 million in revenue for the Federation in 2015).

153. See id. at 2–3.

154. Id. at 3.

155. Id. at 2.

156. Id.
$99,000 as total compensation for the year.\(^\text{157}\) In contrast, male members of the USMNT receive $5,000 at minimum per game played, regardless of the outcome.\(^\text{158}\) In other words, the men made at least $100,000 for the twenty friendlies played, even if they lost.\(^\text{159}\) If they won all twenty games, the men received an average of $263,320 per year—$164,320 more than their female counterparts.\(^\text{160}\)

That pay disparity is even more striking when it comes to the World Cup.\(^\text{161}\) According to the complaint, USWNT players receive a total of just $30,000 for making the World Cup roster, while their male counterparts make $68,750.\(^\text{162}\) In the 2014 Men’s World Cup Tournament, the USMNT earned $9 million for losing in the sixteenth round, while the women earned just $2 million for winning the World Cup the following year.\(^\text{163}\) “The numbers speak for themselves,” said goalkeeper Hope Solo, one of the female plaintiffs.\(^\text{164}\) “We are the best in the world, have three World Cup championships, four Olympic Championships, and the USMNT [still] get[s] paid more just to show up than we get paid to win major championships.”\(^\text{165}\)

Even the smaller aspects of the player-Federation relationship are subject to this unequal treatment.\(^\text{166}\) According to the complaint, the Federation pays women a per diem of $50 for domestic venues and $60 for international venues; for the men, it pays $62.50 and $75, respectively.\(^\text{167}\)

\(^{157}\) Id.

\(^{158}\) Id.

\(^{159}\) See id.

\(^{160}\) See id.

\(^{161}\) See id. at 3.

\(^{162}\) Id.

\(^{163}\) See id.


\(^{165}\) Id.

\(^{166}\) See EEOC Charge: Attachment A, supra note 150, at 3.

\(^{167}\) Id.
Under federal law, the USWNT players argued, the Federation is bound to compensate the women at a rate equal to the men, given that both perform the same job duties; have jobs that require equal skill, effort, and responsibilities; perform their jobs under similar working conditions; and are employed in the same establishment.\footnote{168} Additionally, the USWNT players maintained that there were no legitimate, non-discriminatory reasons for this gross wage-disparity and that it could not be justified by “any bona fide seniority, merit or incentive system, or any other factor other than sex.”\footnote{169}

At first glance, the USWNT’s lawsuit appears to be a classic wage discrimination case—one where female athletes are paid substantially less than their male counterparts on the grounds that women’s sports are less profitable and popular than men’s sports.\footnote{170} But, in fact, the opposite is true for the USWNT who generate more revenue, have a larger fan base, and have been more successful than the USMNT.\footnote{171} Their case is also unique for another reason: the Federation employs both the men’s and women’s teams,\footnote{172} and so, the USWNT were able to meet the hardest element for a prima facie case under the Act—being part of the same establishment.\footnote{173} Thus, unlike most other female professional athletes, the USWNT was able to file a viable wage discrimination suit against their employer.\footnote{174}

\textbf{E. The Problem}

Despite the Equal Pay Act’s stated objective—to dismiss the archaic notion that men deserve to be paid more than women because of their societal role—the Act has fallen short of its intended purpose.\footnote{175} As mentioned

\footnote{168} Id.

\footnote{169} Id.


\footnote{171} See EEOC Charge: Attachment A, supra note 150, at 1.

\footnote{172} See id.


\footnote{174} See generally EEOC Charge: Attachment A, supra note 150.

\footnote{175} S. REP. NO. 88-176.
Previously, one of the elements of a prima facie case under the Act is that the employees work for the same establishment. This restrictive requirement limits the Act’s ability to effect systematic change, because, unlike the USWNT players, most female professional athletes do not work for the same establishment as their male counterparts.

Unlike the USMNT and USWNT, which both belong to the Federation, most other professional men’s teams belong to separate owners from their female counterparts. Golf has the PGA and LPGA; basketball has the NBA and WNBA; Soccer has the MLS and NWSL; and Tennis has the Association of Tennis Professionals (ATP) and Women’s Tennis Association (WTA). Thus, most female professional athletes facing wage discrimination cannot satisfy the Equal Pay Act’s “same establishment” requirement and, therefore, lack any legal recourse under the Act.


177. See 29 U.S.C. § 206(d)(1); Brennan, 519 F.2d at 56 (5th Cir. 1975) (holding that two establishments operated by a single school district constituted one establishment for the purpose of the Act).


accounts, this is an unintended consequence. But if Congress truly wants to provide women with a means of fighting wage discrimination, it must remedy this situation.

IV. FIXING THE EQUAL PROTECTION ACT

Congress can increase the Equal Pay Act’s efficacy in two ways. First, it could eliminate the “same establishment” requirement by changing the terms “same” to “similar.” This slight change would open the door for female professional athletes and allow them a chance to prove their claim. Second, Congress could target professional sports directly by enacting a provision treating separate but similar entities in sports as the same for purposes of wage-discrimination claims.

A. First Proposed Change: Eliminate the “Same Establishment” Requirement

In passing the Equal Pay Act, Congress noted that sex discrimination:

(1) depresses wages and living standards for employees necessary for their health and efficiency; (2) prevents the maximum utilization of the available labor resources; (3) tends to cause labor disputes, thereby burdening, affecting, and obstructing commerce; (4) burdens commerce and the free flow of goods in commerce; and (5) constitutes an unfair method of competition.

The policy guiding the Act’s enactment indicates the Congressional intent to fashion a broad remedial framework to protect employees from wage discrimination on the basis of sex.

187. S. REP. NO. 88-176 (1963) (declaring that the Act’s purpose was to assure that “those who perform tasks which are determined to be equal shall be paid equal wages”).

188. Although the Act uses the phrase “such establishment” as opposed to “same establishment,” the meaning is the same. See Knapp v. Ruser, 297 Neb. 639, 660 (2017) (citing Hunt v. Nebraska Public Power Dist., 282 F.3d 1021 (8th Cir. 2002)) (stating that to prove a prima facie case under the Act, a plaintiff must prove, inter alia, that “she was paid less than a male employed in the same establishment”).


190. See id.
Congress reaffirmed its goal of eliminating the gender pay gap by enacting the Lilly Ledbetter Fair Pay Act in 2009 as an amendment to Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. This was the first legislation signed by President Barack Obama. In his second term as President, President Obama urged Congress to pass the Paycheck Fairness Act so that women would have the necessary tools to fight pay discrimination. But even these attempts to change the Equal Pay Act to better serve women have not fully addressed the gender-based wage disparity in the workplace. The recommendation below builds on those attempts and better serves that goal.

1. Change “Same” to “Similar”

A simple way to remedy the Equal Pay Act’s shortcoming would be to change the term “such establishment” to “similar establishment” and add the term “similar employers” to the statute’s language. The Act would then read in pertinent part:

No employer . . . shall discriminate . . . between employees on the basis of sex by paying wages to employees in such establishment at a rate less than the rate at which [similar employers pay] wages to employees of the opposite sex in [similar establishments,] for equal work on jobs the performance of which requires equal skill, effort, and responsibility, and which are performed under similar working conditions.

A prima facie case under the Act would then consist of the following four elements: (1) the employer pays females less than males are paid in a
similar establishment (2) by a similar employer (3) for equal work (4) under similar working conditions.\textsuperscript{195}

This proposed change would provide female professional athletes the means to challenge their employers where their male counterparts are paid more while working for a similar employer in a similar establishment, even though it be in a different “physical place of business.”\textsuperscript{196} With this change, a female WNBA basketball player would be able to challenge her employer for paying her less than a similar employer—the NBA—pays its male basketball players. The change would be narrow enough, however, to prevent a female basketball player from claiming wage disparity by comparing her wages to a non-similar employer—the National Football League, for example.

2. The California Fair Pay Act

While the Equal Pay Act’s language continues to restrict female athletes from filing wage discrimination claims, state legislation has performed better in this regard.\textsuperscript{197} Take California, for example.\textsuperscript{198} In its original form, the California Equal Pay Act of 1949 read in pertinent part:

No employer shall pay any individual in the employer’s employ at wage rates less than the rates paid to employees of the opposite sex in the same establishment for equal work on jobs the performance of which requires equal skill, effort, and responsibility, and which are performed under similar working conditions.\textsuperscript{199}

\textsuperscript{195} See generally Knapp v. Ruser, 297 Neb. 639, 660 (2017) (citation omitted).

\textsuperscript{196} See Halima Kazem, California Equal Pay Bill Shields Women from Retaliation for Discussing Wages, GUARDIAN (Apr. 21, 2015, 10:59 AM), https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2015/apr/21/california-fair-pay-act-wage-gap-women-men [https://perma.cc/B4G8-ES25] (observing that a court dismissed a plaintiff’s wage-discrimination claim under the Act because, although her employer paid her less than her male counterpart, the female plaintiff worked at her employer’s San Francisco office while her male counterpart worked at the Fresno office).


\textsuperscript{198} See id.

\textsuperscript{199} Jones v. Tracy Sch. Dist., 27 Cal. 3d 99, 103 (1980) (emphasis added) (quoting the statute’s original language).
The California Fair Pay Act (CFPA)—also known as “SB 358”—eliminated the “same establishment” requirement.\textsuperscript{200} As amended, the statute now reads in pertinent part:

An employer shall not pay any of its employees at wage rates less than the rates paid to employees of the opposite sex for substantially similar work, when viewed as a composite of skill, effort, and responsibility, and performed under similar working conditions.\textsuperscript{201}

In its legislative commentary to SB 358, the California legislature recognized the former language’s harmful effect: “[I]f a female manager at a department store discovered that a similarly situated male manager at a branch across town earned higher wages, she could not invoke the protection of the [C]FPA because she and the male manager did not work at the ‘same establishment.’”\textsuperscript{202}

At the CFPA signing ceremony, California Governor Jerry Brown proclaimed: “The inequities that have plagued our state and have burdened women forever are slowly being resolved with this kind of bill.”\textsuperscript{203} By eliminating geographic location as a criterion for a pay-disparity claim, the CFPA made clear that employees must be paid equal to other employees doing substantially similar work, even if they work in different establishments.\textsuperscript{204} Moreover, the statute’s language allows a female

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{201} CAL. LAB. CODE §1197.5 (West 2018).
\end{itemize}
employee who is paid less than a male employee doing substantially similar work to sue her employer even if the male employee works in a different state.\textsuperscript{205} California’s CFPA is therefore much more effective than the federal Equal Pay Act at reducing the gender pay gap.

Nonetheless, the CFPA still falls short in one fundamental area. To get around the CFPA, women’s sports teams need only register as separate employers from their male counterparts.\textsuperscript{206} As a separate employer, and not merely a separate establishment, a women’s team—such as the WNBA—could still pay its players less than its male counterpart—such as the NBA—pays its players.\textsuperscript{207} To prevent employers from circumventing the Equal Pay Act, Congress would therefore need to add to it the term “similar employer,” as discussed above.

3. The Advantage of Eliminating the “Same Establishment” Requirement

Aside from justice, fairness, and equity, Congress has another reason to take California’s lead and broaden the Equal Pay Act’s scope: the economic security of millions of women depends on it.\textsuperscript{208} Because state legislation is often the testing ground for future federal legislation,\textsuperscript{209} California’s motive for amending its equal-pay statute is worth considering. When the CFPA was being debated in the California legislature, proponents noted that by ending gender-based wage discrimination, California would cut its poverty rate for working women by nearly half—from 28.7 percent to fifteen percent.\textsuperscript{210} If California is correct, and Congress followed suit by broadening the Equal Pay Act’s scope, the national poverty rate for working women would likely see a similar drop. The beneficial results would be

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{205} See id.
\item \textsuperscript{206} See \textit{CAL. LAB. CODE} \textsection 1197.5.
\item \textsuperscript{207} See id.
\item \textsuperscript{210} Id.
\end{itemize}
substantial and widespread—from decreased government spending on federal, state, and local welfare programs\textsuperscript{211} to increased access to better education for families on the economic ladder’s lower rungs.\textsuperscript{212}

\textbf{B. Second Legislative Proposal: Treat Similar Sports Entities as the Same}

1. A Sports-Specific Provision

The second solution to the Equal Pay Act’s limitations would involve Congress characterizing gender-based pay differences in professional sports as “\textit{per se discrimination}.” In other words, Congress could make it illegal for separate entities—who are so similar that they could be considered the same entity despite separate ownership—to pay athletes different wages based on gender, where those athletes are engaged in similar work based on equal skill, effort, and responsibility.

Accomplishing this would require more than just a few changes to the Equal Pay Act’s current language. Instead, it would require a new provision prohibiting professional sports leagues from paying athletes—engaged in the same sport—differently based on gender. This provision would be unaffected by the Act’s current “same establishment” requirement, as it would treat different but similar professional sports leagues as the same. For example, under this proposed provision, the NBA and the WNBA, despite being different establishments and employers, would be considered the same establishment and employer for the purposes of wage discrimination claims. Such a provision would allow a female WNBA player to sue her employer if it pays her less than the NBA pays a male player. The language of such a provision would read:

For the purposes of wage discrimination claims, no professional sports organization in the United States shall be considered a


separate establishment or employer from its opposite-sex counterpart.

2. The Advantages of a Sports-Specific Provision

Although this proposed legislative solution may seem more far-reaching, its effect would actually be more narrow and targeted. Unlike the first proposed solution—which would require Congress to change the Equal Pay Act’s current language, thereby affecting every industry—this proposal would keep the Act’s language intact. The added provision, expressly limited to professional sports, would allow women to more effectively fight for equal pay in an industry that uses separate ownership as a means of circumventing the Equal Pay Act’s requirements. If Congress truly wants to end gender-based wage discrimination in professional sports, this provision would be an effective option. And similar to how state legislation is often the testing ground for future federal legislation, this targeted sports-specific provision could be the testing ground for a more expansive provision, targeting other industries too.

C. The Ripple Effects of Expanding the Equal Pay Act

With every legislative amendment comes the possibility of increased lawsuits. In this case, the goal of these amendments would be to encourage more lawsuits. The increase in lawsuits would likely cost more time, money, and judicial resources. But the benefits of affording more women the ability to challenge wage discrimination would lead to tremendous financial benefits. And soon, those benefits would far outweigh any temporary surge in costs.

Female athletes are not the only ones affected by the gender pay gap. Women across the United States continue to experience higher poverty rates and lower earnings than men. Research suggests that nearly sixty percent of women, or three out of every five, are paid less than their male


214. See id.

And that loss is more than just a few dollars.\textsuperscript{217} Were the pay gap to disappear, the average woman’s wages would rise by $6,870, from $38,972 to $45,842.\textsuperscript{218} In the United States alone, that would amount to a total of $512.6 billion a year.\textsuperscript{219}

But women would not be the only ones to benefit from eliminating the gender pay gap. High poverty rates strip the government of limited resources it could invest in other areas to promote economic growth.\textsuperscript{220} Equalizing women’s pay would cut the poverty rate in half—from eight percent to 3.8 percent among working women, and from 10.8 to 4.4 percent for the 15.3 million single women.\textsuperscript{221} The effect in the United States would be in the billions of dollars,\textsuperscript{222} The effect globally would be in the trillions.\textsuperscript{223}

Considering the enormous positive impact that would have on the economy, the cost of paying women unequally is one we can no longer afford.

\section*{V. Conclusion}

In the world of professional sports, the current Equal Pay Act falls drastically short of its goal of closing the gender pay gap. To truly achieve “equal pay for equal play,” the Act must provide female professional athletes a framework to demand justice. The USWNT’s case called attention to the striking wage disparity between male and female professional soccer players. It also highlighted the Act’s limitation when applied to female professional athletes who neither work for the “same establishment” nor
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\item \textsuperscript{216} See id.
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\item \textsuperscript{223} Woetzel et al., \textit{supra} note 213 (observing that, according to a McKinsey Global Institute report, “$12 trillion could be added to global GDP by 2025 by advancing women’s equality”).
\end{itemize}
share the same employer as their male counterparts. The Act’s “same establishment” requirement is unrealistic and untenable. Its restrictive language denies female professional athletes the justice they so desperately seek—and deserve.

If Congress hopes to eradicate the gender pay gap, change is required. This Note’s proposed amendments to the Equal Pay Act provide the legal recourse for such change, and thereby, promote an egalitarian American workplace. Allowing women to effectively fight gender-based wage discrimination would bring us closer to achieving pay equality and inspire women to maximize their potential, knowing they will earn what they rightfully deserve. This would be a major step toward realizing the Act’s full purpose: equal pay for equal play. After more than fifty years, it is time to finally close the gap. Time’s up!